
ITL HOSTS SCINTILLATING SCINTILLATIONS  2023 

DATE    : 18 AUGUST 2023 

VENUE   : SCHOOL CAMPUS 

ORGANISED BY  : ITL PUBLIC SCHOOL 

ATTENDED BY   : 22 SCHOOLS OF DWARKA 

The Mega Annual Inter School Fiesta Scintillations 2023, held at ITL Public School on August 18th, 

2023, was a remarkable success and an event to cherish for a long time. With the participation of over two 

hundred students from 22 schools across Dwarka, the fest comprising of 8 competitions, exceeded everyone’s 

expectation. The day commenced with an inaugural session that warmly welcomed all the participants. 

Esteemed Guests & Judges, Dr. K Priyanka, Dr. Manoj Gorkela, Mr. Sanat Arora, Mr. Bijendra Kumar, Ms. 

Sutapa Basu, and Dr. Nitin Saini, joined reverent school principal, Dr. Sudha Acharya and the members of the 

core council in the traditional lighting of the lamp, seeking blessings. A mesmerizing invocation dance set the 

perfect tone for the day. Dr. Sudha Acharya gave a short and inspiring speech, declaring the event open.  

Point-A-Point kept the audience captivated with the participants delivering compelling arguments, while 

Script to Silver Screen left everyone in awe with the exceptional monologues performed by budding actors. 

Concept API challenged the students to rack their brains for the best possible solutions to given problems, and 

the thrilling Khoj: The Cryptic Odyssey had participants scrambling to unravel clues and be the first to reach 

the desired destination. In Chitrakaran: Colourful Serenity, students showcased their creative talents by 

producing breathtaking artworks. Episteme allowed young scientists to display various models of modern 

solutions, impressing the audience with their ingenuity. Shutter Showdown exhibited photographs captured 

by students, greatly impressing the judges with their originality. Furthermore,  Adhiveshan Amantran saw 

participants acting as Members of Parliament, engaging in lively discussions and presenting their opinions. 

As the day drew to a close, several teams emerged as victorious, concluding the inter-school event on a high-

spirited note.  
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